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Intermediate or Upper-
Intermediate Test
Write the verbs in brackets in the correct form

1. Perhaps more so than I did when I ____ around the United States for three months 
in 2007. (to travel)

2. They ____ a meeting when she had come in. (to have)

3. If she ____ the test, then I will give her my sword. (to pass)

4. I ____ my father in days and I am worried about his health. (not to see)

5. If you catch bass at a certain time one day, they will probably feed about the same 
time the next day, unless the weather ____. (to change)

6. I ____ going for walks and cooking and having friends round so I can relax and not 
have to bother, just like you. (to like)

7. The Department is used by people who want to prove that life ____ much better 
than it is now. (use, be)

8. If I ____ you I would try to behave better. (to be)

9. He doesn't know. Neither ____ I, nor him. (to do)

10. If you ____ a hard time losing weight, it is possible you might have an underactive 
thyroid. (to have)

11. We ____ playing by the time that Olive comes. (to finish)

12. There is none in this world who ____ the answer to this question. (to know)

13. I wish you ____ my best clothes. (not to wear)

14. Indians, I ____ it over if the accident had not proved injurious to the Chronometer. 
(to pass)

15. I ____ to my buddy in the car next to me when I rolled out into a car that was 
driving up into the parking lot. (to talk)

16. How long ____ here? – Don't know. Couple of minutes. (to sit)
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Answers to the intermediate or upper-
intermediate test

1. travelled

2. were having

3. passes

4. haven't seen

5. changes

6. like

7. used to be

8. were

9. do

10. have been having

11. will have finished

12. knows

13. weren't wearing

14. would have passed

15. was talking

16. have you been sitting
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